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INTRoDUCTIoN

the regional Municipality of york has embarked on a 
mission to apply the principles of urban design to the 
community through a co-ordinated Street furniture 
program for york region transit facilities.  

urban design is the comprehensive, integrated approach 
to the design and development of the public realm and its 
relationship to built form.   it is the art of organizing and 
articulating elements in our built environment to shape 
the interaction between people and their surroundings 
and to influence the processes which lead to successful 
communities.  in this way urban design is as much a 
process as it is an end product; a process that engages 
the community and stakeholders to develop a vision and an 
implementation scheme that creates functional, attractive 
and sustainable public places.

1.0>
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INTRoDUCTIoN

1.1> context

the regional Municipality of york covers an area of 
approximately 1,776 square kilometers, includes 50 
regional roads and nine local municipalities which are: 

town of aurora
town of east gwillimbury
town of georgina
township of king
town of Markham
town of newmarket
town of richmond hill
city of Vaughan
town of whitchurch-Stouffville

over the next 25 years, york region is expected to grow at 
a rapid rate. the government of ontario forecasts that by 
2031, 570,000 people and 345,000 jobs will be added to 
the region, with a total population of 1.5 million people. 

as the region continues to experience rapid population 
and employment growth, there is a growing need for 
public transit.

with respect to transit facilities and public transit the 
towns of york region, prior to 2001, were serviced by 
separate transit services including Vaughan transit, 
Markham transit, richmond hill transit and newmarket 
transit (including aurora transit 1999). these local york 
region-based transit services were amalgamated in 2001 
under the operations of the newly formed york region 
transit.  

york Region Transit 

Since the amalgamation of transit services in 2001, 
ridership in york region has grown by over 10 million riders, 
or an average of 12% per year. in 2007, yrt carried over 
18 million passenger trips annually, an 8% increase over 
the previous year.  this figure equates to approximately 
70,000 passenger trips on an average weekday and 
amounts to more than 1.5 million new trips in just one 
year. yrt experienced one of the highest growth rates 
in the gta and also one of the highest in canada (as per 

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.0>

fIgURE 1.1A - REgIoNAL MUNICIPALITy of yoRk

canadian urban transit association statistics). Moreover, 
it is important to note that growth in transit ridership has 
consistently exceeded population growth each year since 
the formation of yrt in 2001. 

this increase can be attributed to the tremendous rate 
of population and employment growth, a heightened 
awareness of environmental stewardship, rising fuel prices 
and extensive marketing activities. Since amalgamation 
in 2001, the hours of revenue service have increased 
from approximately 350,000 to over 1,000,000 at the 
end of 2007. this unprecedented investment in public 
transit reflects york region’s commitment to the system’s 
expansion and the development of a more balanced and 
transit supportive transportation network. 
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INTRoDUCTIoN1.0>

the yrt system consists of more than 80 routes plus 
special routes designated for high school trips. the yrt/
Viva system consists of:

 Viva rapid transit routes;

Base routes (operating along major arterial 
corridors);

feeder or local routes (operating in local 
neighbourhoods);

high school specials (which focus on specific 
student demand);

go train shuttles;

express services;

community Bus routes (richmond hill, Markham, 
and newmarket);

each category of route serves a particular transit 
market and each plays an important role in the 
success of the overall system network. 

yRT fleet 

the current yrt conventional fleet comprises 273 
vehicles with an expected average growth of 27 per year 
through 2009 for an expected total fleet of 353 buses. 
the current yrt fleet is organized into 4 major divisional 
garage locations: Markham and richmond hill – 115 buses, 
Vaughan – 110 buses and newmarket – 48 buses.  

yrt also operates the Mobility plus service for people 
with disabilities.  the current fleet comprises 16 vehicles 
plus contracted sedan and van services with an expected 
average growth of 2 per year through 2009.

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Viva Rapid Transit Services

the Viva service offers a service that is frequent, flexible 
and comfortable. State-of-the-art forty and sixty foot Viva 
rapid transit vehicles arrive every five to ten minutes 
during peak periods. Viva stations are modern, bright and 
safe, with fare vending machines that allow passengers to 
purchase tickets before boarding. 

Viva links the region’s urban centres of Markham, 
richmond hill, Vaughan, aurora and newmarket along 
four major transportation corridors, yonge St., highway 
7, Markham centre/warden ave, Jane/keele/Vaughan 
corporate centre. in addition, Viva links york region with 
the city of toronto and its subway system, to go transit 
and to the transit systems in the neighbouring region of 
peel and Durham region.

the current yrt network will evolve to focus not only on 
providing convenient local service, but also effectively 
feeding these new rapid transit corridors. 

the co-ordinated Street furniture program aims to promote 
a cohesive and consistent design for yrt transit services 
and their associated facilities. under this program, there 
is an opportunity to enhance the region’s growing transit 
system and promote yrt as an identifiable service.
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INTRoDUCTIoN1.0>

1.2> regional policieS  
 relateD to the puBlic realM

from a regional urban design perspective there is merit in 
linking the various local communities together to present 
a cohesive community image. this is already happening 
with the operation of yrt and Viva.  to build upon this, the 
co-ordinated Street furniture program for yrt presents 
the opportunity to promote and brand the yrt service 
that achieves a unified and cohesive community image for 
york region while making ‘places’ within the public realm 
that we can take pride in.  

to this end there are a number of public realm related 
policies that support this initiative and they include:

Vision 2026 (2001)

partnerships: co-ordinating, supporting and enhancing 
services through partnerships with area municipalities, 
other governments, community agencies and the 
private sector;

infrastructure for a growing region;

Managing and minimizing waste.

The Regional Streetscape Policy (2001)

the regional Streetscape policy states the following:

regional streets are in many instances “Main 
Streets” for growing communities, and gateways into 
neighbourhoods and communities;

pressure for regional streets to be pedestrian-friendly 
and transit-supportive has increased in recent years;

regional streets can be ‘places’ that help define the 
character and identity of communities within york 
region.

Towards great Regional Streets (January 2006)

in the urban Design Section of towards great regional 
Streets it states that:

‘…Streetscape elements are essential in contributing 
to the overall impression of the corridor…’ .

•

•
•

•

•

•

Regional Transit-oriented Development 
(ToD) guidelines (2006)

the regional transit-oriented Development guidelines 
identify that:

Streetscaping treatments should be incorporated to 
provide high quality pedestrian amenities, such as 
benches and garbage receptacles;

Sidewalks should be wide enough (at least 1.5 metres) 
for two people to walk side-by-side and preferably for 
a person to pass. 

The york Region official Plan (2007)

the york region official plan promotes the following:

a transit-supportive urban structure;

well-designed regional centres that are vibrant, safe, 
attractive, pedestrian-friendly, and transit-supportive;

well-designed streets that create vibrant, pedestrian-
friendly and transit-oriented streetscapes;

Diverse, accessible, pedestrian-oriented, communities 
through excellence in planning and design: urban 
design criteria should create attractive landscaping 
and public streetscapes.

york Region Pedestrian and Cycling 
Master Plan (April 2008)

the york region pedestrian and cycling Master plan 
states that:

york region should work to encourage pedestrian 
and cycling friendly streetscaping, urban design and 
pedestrian-oriented land development;

pedestrian-oriented development should include 
the provision of pedestrian amenities along walking 
corridors such as benches;

environments with little streetscaping and pedestrian 
amenities discourage people from walking through 
them;

Sidewalks are the foundation of the region’s pedestrian 
System.

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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INTRoDUCTIoN1.0>

1.3> purpoSe of DeSign guiDelineS

the purpose of this document is to establish a design 
vision and design guidelines for york region transit 
facilities that will guide the design of the co-ordinated 
Street furniture program.  the design vision builds upon 
the public realm related principles stated in the referenced 
regional policies in Section 1.2.  the design vision 
specifically addresses the streetscape including transit 
shelters, street furniture and advertising elements and will 
involve the design, organization and arrangement of the 
various elements based on an outline of design criteria 
and reference to design examples.

these design guidelines have been prepared by Stla 
Design Strategies, urban design consultants and r.e. 
Millward & associates, development and planning services 
in consultation with the local municipalities, rapidco and 
york region.

the design examples included in this document shall not 
be construed as the preferred or recommended designs.  
these have been provided as examples only and selected 
to demonstrate the principles discussed herein and not 
the end product.  it is anticipated that the end product may 
incorporate some or none of the elements or combination 
of elements demonstrated by these examples.

fIgURE 1.3C - PRoMENADE TERMINALfIgURE 1.3b - RIChMoND hILL CENTRE TERMINAL

fIgURE 1.3A - PEDESTRIAN bRIDgE AT RIChMoND hILL  
            CENTRE TERMINAL
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1.4> Street furniture
 BeSt practiceS

through research it was identified that a number of north 
american cities have been successful in developing co-
ordinated street furniture programs.  these cities include: 
Vancouver, toronto, Minneapolis, Boston, oakland, 
chicago, and new york city.  Some of the street furniture 
examples put forth in this document are from these 
cities.

it is the obligation of the municipality to set the parameters 
and ensure that public objectives are adequately addressed. 
in doing so, municipalities can encourage an appropriate 
response from the private sector in implementing the 
program.

a key point to stress is that in the majority of cases, 
private companies provided for the design, fabrication, 
installation, maintenance, and replacement of co-ordinated 
street furniture at little or no cost to the municipality. in 
each case, the private companies provided a supply of 
street furniture at no cost to the city in exchange for 
advertising rights.

from the best practice review, a number of key process 
elements have been identified. these include: 

the importance of establishing a common vision in 
the design, function, and placement of street furniture 
in the earliest possible stage in the process;

the benefits of consulting with the public and relevant 
stakeholders;

coordinating the design, placement, and advertising 
on street furniture to make streets more attractive;

in the context of an rfp, the importance of developing 
a set of clear design and policy guidelines to inform 
proponents’ submissions and to be used as criteria to 
evaluate submissions.

•

•

•

•

INTRoDUCTIoN1.0>

fIgURE 1.4A, b & C - STREET fURNITURE ExAMPLES
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DESIgN VISIoN / obJECTIVES2.0>

it is envisioned that incorporating the principles of urban 
design will help to promote york region as a high-quality 
community where there is a strong sense of pride in our 
public places including our streetscapes.   

to this end the following objectives should be addressed:
promote and reinforce yrt as an identifiable transit 
service within the yrt / Viva family of transit services 
in york region;
Develop a unified image for york region through 
streetscape design;
enhance the streetscape through the design of co-
ordinated, high-quality, contemporary and timeless 
street furniture elements;
create ‘places’ within the public realm that support a 
pedestrian-environment.

•

•

•

•

yRT Mission Statement
to provide quality public transit services which support the economic vitality, 

environmental sustainability, and health of the regional community. 

yRT Vision
as transportation leader, we will be recognized as the customers’ choice and 

essential to the region’s success.

Project Vision
to provide co-ordinated street furniture that is comfortable and functional while 

enhancing the streetscape & public realm of the regional community.
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DESIgN VISIoN / obJECTIVES2.0>

2.1> DeSign principleS

yrt transit facilities are located throughout york region 
along both regional and local roads.  these facilities 
range in size, area and in the types and arrangement of 
elements they consist of.  their prominent presence on 
streets means that they form part of the visual impression 
of streetscapes and thus the community.  creating a 
unified and attractive streetscape, which includes yrt 
transit facilities, is fundamental to the region’s vision for 
promoting a high-quality community.  in this sense it is 
critical that function and aesthetics are well balanced, that 
design is carefully and thoughtfully considered and that 
the following design principles be addressed:

Develop a ‘family’ of co-ordinated street furniture 
elements that relate to one another and to the 
streetscape (including materials, colours, finishes and 
application);

create elegant and contemporary designs;

emphasize simple, clean and timeless designs;

create pedestrian-scaled, comfortable elements and 
places;

consider scale to address the various conditions 
found within the streets;

Minimize visual clutter.

•

•
•
•

•

•

plan and design for end user comfort and function.

plan and design using universal principles of 
‘accessibility’;

plan and design ergonomically (for end users and 
maintenance staff);

plan and design based on concept of modularity and 
a ‘kit of parts’; for ease of construction, maintenance 
and repair;

Balance cost effective construction / assembly and 
maintenance with creative and identifiable designs.

plan and design to address principles of crime 
prevention through environmental Design (cpteD);

respect sight-lines, setbacks and clearances;

principles of universal design;

compliance with aoDa criteria standards.

incorporate opportunities for yrt branding and local 
community identification.

incorporate sustainable design and technologies.

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

AESTHETICS> FUNCTION AND MAINTENANCE>

SAFETY & ACCESSIBILITY>

IDENTITY AND BRANDING>

SUSTAINABILITY>
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STREET fURNITURE

transit facilities are located within the public realm in either 
the regional or local road right-of-way.  the transit facilities 
are places where users wait for, board and disembark 
from buses and other modes of public transportation.  
the street furniture elements that form the transit facilities 
are:

transit Shelters (includes: Map frame & bench);
Stand alone Benches;
Bicycle racks;
waste / recycling receptacles;
newspaper Box organizers;
Multi-publication units;
Schedule Display cases;
community information kiosks.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.0>
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PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN>

3.1> tranSit ShelterS

transit shelters are structures that provide transit users 
and pedestrians with protection from natural elements 
(sun, wind, rain, or snow), while waiting at transit stops.  
they will be located at many of the yrt facilities and 
typically consist of a predominantly glass structure with 
a solid roof.   the existing shelters range in size and 
design. 

other elements associated with the transit shelters are a 
bench that is inside the shelter, a map frame that displays 
the yrt service area and in some instances a double-sided 
advertising panel.

the transit shelters are the largest elements found at 
transit facilities and in that respect are the most visibly 
prominent within the streetscape.  their design and 
appearance contribute directly to the visual character of 
the public realm, establish and promote the yrt brand 
identity and help create the sense of place within the 
street zone.   these structures also provide an important 
focal point in these locations within the streetscape while 
serving their fundamental function.  

in this regard the following design criteria apply to transit 
shelters:

the following examples reflect urban design principles 
that are attractive to york region. they are for illustrative 
purposes only. they do not reflect in any respect the 
region’s preferred design or solution. proponents are 
solely responsible for ensuring that they comply with any 
applicable copyright or other laws.

3.0> STREET fURNITURE

EXAMPLE ii>

EXAMPLE iii>

EXAMPLE iv>EXAMPLE i>
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3.1> tranSit ShelterS

3.0> STREET fURNITURE

complies with aoDa (accessibility for ontarians with 
Disabilities act);
Design to ensure sight lines to and from the enclosure 
are maintained for motorists and pedestrians;
Design to provide lighting;
Design to limit protrusions.

•

•

•
•

SAFETY AND ACCESSIBILITY>

incorporate energy efficient lighting;
incorporate innovative technology for energy;
incorporate sustainable materials, 
methods, technologies.

•
•
•

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN>

advertising is an optional element;
advertising panel maximum size: 4’ x 6’ (1.22m x 
1.82m);

Double-sided, lockable advertising panel or other 
innovative media.

•
•

•

ADVERTISING>

DESIGN CRITERIA>
two (2) different transit shelter variations are required to 
address the various conditions of the transit facilities - one 
standard shelter for a standard boulevard width (typically 
2.0m to 3.5m) and one narrow shelter for a narrow 
boulevard width (less than 2.0m);

Design shall combine standard and customized 
components as necessary to achieve an identifiable 
look for yrt.  it should also recognize the proposed 
Vivanext station design;
contemporary, timeless and simple design;
Design shall not be driven by advertising 
requirements;
incorporate four (4) post or cantilevered 
construction;
incorporate opaque, tapering roof (or roof design to 
accommodate snow loading and snow removal);
protects passengers from elements (i.e. wind, rain, 
snow, sun);
incorporate predominantly glass enclosure (safety 
glass with safety strip) to allow visibility and respect 
safety sight lines;
incorporate metal extrusions and structural 
members;
incorporate durable, graffiti and vandal resistant 
materials;
incorporate yrt brand colour as accent only (brand 
colour not be used for main structure or structural 
members);
provide a double-sided, lockable map frame;
provide seating with centre arm, seating may 
be pedestal mounted to pad or attached to the 
structure;
provide location for variable message sign or other 
innovative media which displays next bus information;
provide opportunities for municipal identification.

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
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3.1> tranSit ShelterS

3.0> STREET fURNITURE

the Vivanext station design is currently in progress and 
may be amended as the design progresses. the design 
of transit facilities may be asked to compliment certain 
elements of the design such as:

characteristic material: glass and metal;
accent colour: blue;
clean and simple lines: combination of straight and 
gentle curves;
openness and spaciousness: scale and visual 
permeability.

•
•
•

•

vivanext>  
proposed stAtIoN desIGN 
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PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN>

3.2> StanD - alone BencheS

Stand-alone benches will be provided at selected yrt facilities that may also include a transit shelter and other street 
furniture elements. 

these street furniture elements, in addition to providing seating for transit users and pedestrians, will create a visual 
presence within the streetscape that contributes to the character of the public realm and the community.  in this 
regard their design and placement should balance function with aesthetics and the following design criteria should be 
addressed:

EXAMPLE ii>

EXAMPLE iii>

3.0>

DESIGN CRITERIA>
two (2) bench sizes are required to address the various 
conditions of the transit facilities; a standard bench 
size and a shorter version for those transit facilities 
that are limited in available space;

contemporary, timeless and simple design;

include back, end arms and centre arm for 
accessibility;

incorporate durable, graffiti and vandal-resistant 
materials;

provide option for surface-mount or embedded 
installation.

•

•
•

•

•

EXAMPLE i>

STREET fURNITURE

complies with aoDa (accessibility for ontarians with 
Disabilities act);
Design to limit protrusions.

•

•

SAFETY AND ACCESSIBILITY>

incorporate sustainable materials, methods, 
technologies.

•
SUSTAINABLE DESIGN>

advertising is not to be incorporated in the bench 
design.

the following examples reflect urban design principles 
that are attractive to york region. they are for illustrative 
purposes only. they do not reflect in any respect the 
region’s preferred design or solution. proponents are 
solely responsible for ensuring that they comply with any 
applicable copyright or other laws.

•
ADVERTISING>
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PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN>

3.3> Bicycle rackS

Bicycle racks will be located at selected yrt facilities to accommodate the storage / parking of bicycles for transit 
users. 

these street furniture elements, in addition to serving a practical function will have a visual presence within the 
streetscape that contributes to the character of the public realm and the community.  in this regard their design and 
placement should balance function with aesthetics and the following design criteria should be addressed:

EXAMPLE i>

EXAMPLE iii>

EXAMPLE ii>

3.0>

design CRiTeRiA>
Modular bicycle rack design is required to allow for a 
minimum of two (2) and a maximum of four (4) parking 
spaces;
contemporary, timeless and simple design;
incorporate durable, graffiti and vandal resistant 
materials;
Design should be for high-security parking and should 
inhibit theft;
Design should be suitable for most conditions;
provide option for surface mount or embedded 
installation;
Design should provide for a minimum of 2 points of 
contact for securing the bicycle;
Bicycle racks should be designed with a minimal 
footprint / space requirements.

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

EXAMPLE iv>

STREET fURNITURE

complies with aoDa (accessibility for ontarians with 
Disabilities act);
Design to limit protrusions.

•

•

SAFETY AND ACCESSIBILITY>

incorporate sustainable materials, methods, 
technologies.

•
SUSTAINABLE DESIGN>

advertising is not to be incorporated in the bicycle 
rack design.

the following examples reflect urban design principles 
that are attractive to york region. they are for illustrative 
purposes only. they do not reflect in any respect the 
region’s preferred design or solution. proponents are 
solely responsible for ensuring that they comply with any 
applicable copyright or other laws.

•
ADVERTISING>
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PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN>

3.4> waSte / recycling receptacleS

waste / recycling receptacles will be located at selected yrt facilities to accommodate the disposal of waste and 
recyclable items.  

these street furniture elements, in addition to serving a practical function will have a visual presence within the 
streetscape that contributes to the character of the public realm and the community.  in this regard their design and 
placement should balance function with aesthetics and the following design criteria should be addressed:

3.0>

EXAMPLE i>

EXAMPLE iii>

EXAMPLE ii>

STREET fURNITURE

design CRiTeRiA>
two (2) types of receptacles are required to address the 
various conditions of the transit facilities; a larger version 
for high litter areas and a smaller version for lower traffic 
areas or for use in areas with space constraints;
all receptacles shall have a multi-compartment component 
so that material can be separated into recyclables and 
waste; 
contemporary, timeless and simple design;
incorporate durable, graffiti and vandal-resistant 
materials;
Design should be suitable for most transit stop siting 
conditions;
the waste / recycling receptacles should occupy a 
minimum footprint, be as unobtrusive as possible, be 
consistent with their function and facilitate cleaning of 
the sidewalk around the unit;
Design should minimize and prevent the collection of  
rainwater within the receptacle;
provide an opportunity for identity and branding for yrt, 
incorporating logo into the unit.

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

complies with aoDa (accessibility for ontarians with 
Disabilities act);
Should be designed and located for ease of use and 
collection;
Design to limit protrusions.

•

•

•

SAFETY AND ACCESSIBILITY>

incorporate sustainable materials, methods, 
technologies.

•
SUSTAINABLE DESIGN>

the following examples reflect urban design principles 
that are attractive to york region. they are for illustrative 
purposes only. they do not reflect in any respect the 
region’s preferred design or solution. proponents are solely 
responsible for ensuring that they comply with any applicable 
copyright or other laws.

advertising is an optional element;
advertising panel maximum size: 2/3 of one face;

Double-sided, lockable advertising panel or other 
innovative media.

•
•

•

ADVERTISING>
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3.0>

EXAMPLE i>

EXAMPLE iii>

EXAMPLE ii>

PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN>

3.5> newSpaper Box organizerS

newspaper Box organizers serve the purpose of minimizing the clutter of individual newspaper boxes, which often vary 
in size and height, by placing them within or attaching them to a unifying element.  they will be located at selected yrt 
facilities to maintain their cleanliness and order, and will not be used in conjunction with Multi-publication units.

these street furniture elements, in addition to serving a practical function will have a visual presence within the 
streetscape that contributes to the character of the public realm and the community.  in this regard their design and 
placement should balance function with aesthetics and the following design criteria should be addressed:

STREET fURNITURE

design CRiTeRiA>
Design should provide for a minimum of three (3) to a 
maximum of six (6) newspaper boxes;  
contemporary, timeless and simple design;
incorporate durable, graffiti and vandal resistant 
materials;
Design should be for high-security organization and 
should inhibit theft;
Design should be suitable for most transit stop siting 
conditions;
the newspaper box organizers should occupy a 
minimum footprint, be as unobtrusive as possible and 
be consistent with their function;  
the unit design should be elevated above the street 
grade to facilitate cleaning of the sidewalk and around 
the unit.

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

complies with aoDa (accessibility for ontarians with 
Disabilities act);
Design to limit protrusions.

•

•

SAFETY AND ACCESSIBILITY>

incorporate sustainable materials, methods, 
technologies.

•
SUSTAINABLE DESIGN>

advertising is not to be incorporated in the newspaper 
box organizer design.

the following examples reflect urban design principles that 
are attractive to the york region. they are for illustrative 
purposes only. they do not reflect in any respect the 
region’s preferred design or solution. proponents are 
solely responsible for ensuring that they comply with any 
applicable copyright or other laws.

•
ADVERTISING>
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3.0>

PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN>

EXAMPLE i>

EXAMPLE iii>

EXAMPLE ii>

3.6> Multi - puBlication unitS

Multi-publication units, unlike newspaper Box organizers, provide for the sale of multiple publications within a single 
unit.  they will be located at selected yrt facilities to accommodate the display and storage of publications, and are 
not to be located on sitings that contain newspaper Box organizers.

these street furniture elements, in addition to serving a practical function will have a visual presence within the 
streetscape that contributes to the character of the public realm and the community.  in this regard their design and 
placement should balance function with aesthetics and the following design criteria should be addressed:

STREET fURNITURE

design CRiTeRiA>
Design should provide for a minimum of six (6)  to a 
maximum of twelve (12) publications;  
contemporary, timeless and simple design;
incorporate durable, graffiti and vandal resistant 
materials;
Design should be for high-security organization and 
should inhibit theft;
Design should be suitable for most transit stop siting 
conditions;
Design should be compact and streamlined in design 
to reduce visual bulk;
the multi-publication units should occupy a minimum 
footprint, be as unobtrusive as possible and be 
consistent with their function;  
the unit design should be elevated above the street 
grade to facilitate cleaning of the sidewalk and around 
the unit;
the siting of these units be limited to highly 
pedestrianized areas of the region.

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

complies with aoDa (accessibility for ontarians with 
Disabilities act);
Design to limit protrusions.

•

•

SAFETY AND ACCESSIBILITY>

incorporate sustainable materials, methods, 
technologies.

•
SUSTAINABLE DESIGN>

advertising is not to be incorporated in the newspaper 
box organizer design.

•
ADVERTISING>

the following examples reflect urban design principles 
that are attractive to york region. they are for illustrative 
purposes only. they do not reflect in any respect the 
region’s preferred design or solution. proponents are 
solely responsible for ensuring that they comply with any 
applicable copyright or other laws.
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PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN>

3.7> ScheDule DiSplay caSeS

Schedule display cases will be provided at all yrt transit facilities in conjunction with the transit stop sign.

these elements have a visual presence within the streetscape that will contribute to the character of the public realm 
and the community.  in this regard their design should be co-ordinated with other street furniture elements and the 
following design criteria should be addressed:

EXAMPLE i> EXAMPLE iii>EXAMPLE ii>

3.0> STREET fURNITURE

design CRiTeRiA>
contemporary, timeless and simple design;
incorporate durable, graffiti resistant, vandal resistant 
and fire proof materials;
Design should be for high-security and should inhibit 
theft;
Design should be suitable for most transit stop siting 
conditions;
graphics should be consistent with yrt graphics 
found at the facilities;
transparent protective face for the display of transit 
schedules to be developed and produced by yrt;  
Design should be suitable for frequent changing of 
materials;
attachment or integration with existing transit stop 
posts and shelters.

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

complies with aoDa (accessibility for ontarians with 
Disabilities act);
Design to limit protrusions.

•

•

SAFETY AND ACCESSIBILITY>

incorporate sustainable materials, methods, 
technologies.

•
SUSTAINABLE DESIGN>

advertising is not to be incorporated in the schedule 
display case design.

the following examples reflect urban design principles 
that are attractive to york region. they are for illustrative 
purposes only. they do not reflect in any respect the 
region’s preferred design or solution. proponents are 
solely responsible for ensuring that they comply with any 
applicable copyright or other laws.

•
ADVERTISING>
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PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN>

3.8> coMMunity inforMation kioSkS

3.0> STREET fURNITURE

design CRiTeRiA>
contemporary, timeless and simple design;
incorporate durable, graffiti resistant, vandal resistant 
and fire proof materials;
Design should be for high-security and should inhibit 
theft;
Design should be suitable for most transit stop siting 
conditions.

•
•

•

•

complies with aoDa (accessibility for ontarians with 
Disabilities act);
Design to provide lighting;
Design to limit protrusions.

•

•
•

SAFETY AND ACCESSIBILITY>

incorporate sustainable materials, methods, 
technologies.

•
SUSTAINABLE DESIGN>

advertising may be incorporated in the community 
information kiosk design;  

advertising panel maximum size: 4’ x 6’ (1.22m x 
1.82m) on one side of kiosk.

the following examples reflect urban design principles 
that are attractive to york region. they are for illustrative 
purposes only. they do not reflect in any respect the 
region’s preferred design or solution. proponents are 
solely responsible for ensuring that they comply with any 
applicable copyright or other laws.

•

•

ADVERTISING>

community information kiosks may be provided at select yrt transit facilities or within special character areas, 
heritage areas or community focal points.  these elements provide the opportunity to display community information 
or community advertising and have a visual presence within the streetscape that will contribute to the character of the 
public realm and the community.   in this regard their design and placement should balance function with aesthetics 
and the following design criteria should be addressed:

EXAMPLE i>

EXAMPLE iii>

EXAMPLE ii>
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PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN>

3.�> aDVertiSing

3.0> STREET fURNITURE

design CRiTeRiA>
advertising is limited to three (3) street furniture 
elements – these are transit shelters, waste / recycling 
receptacles and community information kiosks;
advertising shall be integral to the design of the street 
furniture element, but not drive the size of it;
the technical requirements for advertising panels 
shall not dictate the design of the street furniture 
elements;
the predominant form of advertising is to be on 
transit shelters -- as the panels tend to fit well in their 
design.

•

•

•

•

one of the primary objectives of the co-ordinated Street furniture program is to create attractive places within the 
streetscape.  to this end consistency, cohesiveness and unity in design is required and visual clutter should be 
minimized.  in this regard the following design criteria should be addressed:

EXAMPLE i>

EXAMPLE iii>

EXAMPLE ii>
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4.0> hERITAgE / SPECIAL ChARACTER AREAS

in the introduction of this document it was presented that 
a co-ordinated Street furniture program would achieve 
brand recognition for yrt while creating attractive, 
consistent and identifiable places within the public 
streetscape for the community.  the co-ordinated Street 
furniture program also enables the local municipalities 
that make up the york region community to present and 
promote a unified identity within the greater toronto area 
and potentially the world stage.

in this regard it is intended that the co-ordinated Street 
furniture program will create a singular aesthetic that can 
be easily recognizable and become the common elements 
weaving and linking the various communities of york region 
together including heritage and special character areas.  
furthermore, it is intended that the unique characteristics 
of these special areas will be further reinforced through 
their juxtaposition against the contemporary, timeless and 
simple designs proposed for the street furniture elements.  
this approach has been successful in european and 
american cities alike, where contemporary and modern 
streetscape elements are commonly placed against the 
richness of an historical backdrop.

advertising will not be permitted in heritage areas in 
order to minimize visual obstruction within the special 
character area.

•
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principles of design>
there are over 4500 yrt transit facilities (including bus stops, Viva stops and terminals) that can be found within the 
streets of york region.  these facilities, which have a strong collective presence within the streetscape, vary in their 
component elements, their size and their organization of elements.  creating a family of co-ordinated street furniture 
elements is one way to unify and provide consistency to the varying transit facilities.  Standardizing the arrangement 
and organization of the component elements will further reinforce this sense of unity and consistency.  it is important 
that, as prominent features within the community, transit facilities be designed to balance their function with their 
aesthetic presence and key role in place-making within the streetscape. to this end the following design criteria should 
be addressed:

design criteria>
arrange and organize street furniture elements to create 
pedestrian-scaled places within the streetscape;
arrange and organize street furniture elements to 
provide appropriate massing within the streetscape;
Street furniture elements should not be grouped to 
create a visually continuous wall along the street.

•

•

•

5.0> TRANSIT SToP SITE DESIgN

safety and accessibility>
comply with aoDa (accessibility for ontarians with 
Disabilities act);
arrange and organize street furniture elements for 
optimum pedestrian circulation and for safe and 
efficient access to buses;
arrangement should consider maintenance and 
maintenance access;
Maintain sight lines and clear views from within and 
approaching the transit facility;
address cpteD (crime prevention through 
environmental Design) principles appropriately.

there are many different and unique conditions that 
characterize the more than 4500 transit facilities located 
throughout york region.  for site specific examples siting 
design shall be reviewed on a case by case basis. The 
street furniture dimensions are for site design layout 
examples only and may be adjusted based on the 
end product. 

the following seven (7) examples represent the most 
commonly occurring conditions for transit facilities.  these 
are:

Site type i - Miminum Size: 0.9m x 3.0m allows 
placement of transit stop post only;

Site type ii - Minimum Size: 1.0m x 7.0m allows 
placement of transit stop post, display case, bench 
and waste/recycling receptacle;

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Site type iii - Minimum Size: 1.5m x 8.0m allows 
placement of transit stop post, display case, narrow 
shelter incorporating shelter seating and waste/
recycling receptacle;

Site type iV - Minimum Size: 2.0m x 9.0m allows 
placement of transit stop post, waste/recycling 
receptacle, bus shelter incorporating shelter seating;

Site type V - Minimum Size: 3.5m x 9.0m allows 
placement of transit stop post, waste/recycling 
receptacle, bike rack, newspaper box organizer or 
multi publication unit and bus shelter incorporating 
shelter seating;

Site type Vi - Minimum Size: 4.0m x 10.0m allows 
placement of transit stop post, waste/recycling 
receptacle, bike rack, newspaper box organizer or 
multi publication unit and bus shelter incorporating 
shelter seating;

Site type Vii - Minimum Size: 2.0m x 10.0m located 
behind the sidewalk. this allows for the placement of 
a stop sign (and schedule display case), a waste / 
recycling receptacle, a newspaper box organizer or 
multi-publication unit and a bus shelter incorporating 
transit shelter seating.

•

•

•

•

•
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5.0> TRANSIT SToP SITE DESIgN

transit stop> site type i
this type of transit stop is characterized by a minimum of 0.9 metre x 3.0 metre wide pad that allows for the placement 
of a transit stop post only. this example may be implemented in typical residential areas where space is limited. 

n.t.S.
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transit stop> site type ii
this type of transit stop is characterized by a minimum of 1.0 metre x 7.0 metre wide pad, that allows for the placement 
of a transit stop post (and schedule display case), a bench and a waste / recycling receptacle.  the transit stop pad 
is located adjacent to the public sidewalk on the curb side.  with limited space and close proximity to the curb and 
moving traffic it is recommended that the bench be located as far from the curb as possible.  it is also recommended 
that the waste / recycling receptacle openings be located away from the bench and oriented toward the sidewalk. this 
also allows for an associated potential advertising element oriented to the street.

5.0> TRANSIT SToP SITE DESIgN

n.t.S.
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transit stop> site type iii
this type of transit stop is characterized by a minimum of 1.5 metre x 8.0 metre pad that allows 
for the placement of a transit stop post (and schedule display case), a narrow-design shelter 
incorporating transit shelter seating and a waste / recycling receptacle.  the transit stop pad is 
located adjacent to the public sidewalk on the curb side.  with limited space it is suggested that the  
waste / recycling receptacle and shelter be located parallel to the curb with its openings oriented to the sidewalk. it 
is also recommended that the waste / recycling receptacle openings be located away from the bench and oriented 
toward the sidewalk. this also allows for an associated potential advertising element oriented to the street.

5.0> TRANSIT SToP SITE DESIgN

n.t.S.
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5.0> TRANSIT SToP SITE DESIgN

transit stop> site type iv
this type of transit  stop is characterized by a minimum of 2.0 metre x 9.0 metre pad that allows for the placement of a stop 
sign (and schedule display case), a waste / recycling receptacle and a transit shelter incorporating transit shelter seating.  
the transit stop pad is located adjacent to the public sidewalk on the curb side.  with close proximity to the curb and moving 
traffic and for pedestrian accessibility it is recommended that the transit shelter access is oriented to the sidewalk.  the  
waste / recycling receptacle should be located with openings oriented to the sidewalk and for an associated potential 
advertising element oriented to the street.

n.t.S.
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transit stop> site type v
this type of transit stop is characterized by a minimum of 3.5 metre x 9.0 metre pad that allows for the placement of a 
stop sign (and schedule display case), a waste / recycling receptacle, a bicycle rack, and a transit shelter incorporating 
transit shelter seating.  the transit stop pad is located adjacent to the public sidewalk on the curb side.  

with close proximity to the curb and moving traffic and for pedestrian accessibility it is recommended that the bus 
shelter access is oriented to the sidewalk.  a bicycle rack should be located in front of the transit shelter.  in this 
condition the waste / recycling receptacle may be located next to the bus stop with openings oriented toward the 
transit shelter and passenger pick-up and drop-off.

5.0> TRANSIT SToP SITE DESIgN

n.t.S.
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5.0> TRANSIT SToP SITE DESIgN

transit stop> site type vi
this type of transit stop is able to accommodate all street furniture elements and is recommended to measure a 
minimum of 4.0 metre x 10.0 metre pad that allows for the placement of a stop sign (and schedule display case), a 
waste / recycling receptacle, a bicycle rack, a newspaper box organizer or multi-publication unit and a transit shelter 
incorporating transit shelter seating. the newspaper box organizer or multi-publication unit should be located with its 
openings oriented toward the sidewalk. the transit stop pad is located adjacent to the public sidewalk on the curb 
side.  

with close proximity to the curb and moving traffic and for pedestrian accessibility it is recommended that the bus 
shelter access is oriented to the sidewalk.  a bicycle rack and newspaper boxes should be located along the sidewalk 
beside the transit shelter.  in this condition the waste / recycling receptacle may be located next to the transit stop 
with its openings oriented towards waiting passengers.

n.t.S.
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5.0> TRANSIT SToP SITE DESIgN

transit stop> site type vii
this type of transit stop is characterized by a minimum 2.0 metre x 10.0 metre pad located behind the sidewalk.  this 
allows for the placement of a stop sign (and schedule display case), a waste / recycling receptacle, a newspaper box 
organizer or multi-publication unit and a transit shelter incorporating transit shelter seating.  the waste / recycling 
receptacle and the newspaper box organizer or multi-publication unit should be located with its openings oriented 
toward the sidewalk.  Similarly, the transit shelter should also be located with access oriented towards the sidewalk. 

n.t.S.
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CoNCLUSIoN6.0>

these design guidelines have been prepared in consultation 
with the nine local municipalities, york region roads, york 
region transit and rapidco.  the process of consultation 
has involved meetings and discussion with representatives 
from the respective stakeholders where there was the 
opportunity to comment and provide input to the draft 
guidelines prepared by Stla Design Strategies.

it is anticipated that this document will be used as a guide 
for the design and implementation of a co-ordinated Street 
furniture program.


